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Dear Parents and Carers, 

Summer Term 2021 

I hope that you all had a lovely Easter holiday and are beginning to enjoy what the gradual 

easing of lockdown is bringing for us.  

This term, we are learning about The Ancient Maya Civilisation in our topic work.  This 

civilisation formed thousands of years ago which gives it a fascinating edge. We will be 

looking at a range of sources to get to know them, studying their unique writing styles, 

learning about their farming techniques and looking at what everyday life was like for them 

amongst other things. 

Communication 

As always, please let us know of anything that you feel is important (or just to share 

something!) by using the Reading Records or the office email as a form of communication. 

Now that we are back in school, the Kingfishers e-mail is not checked as regularly and so 

please use the office email at this time. 

Home learning 

To help maintain some consistency for the children during what has been a very strange 

period, it is important that the children continue with their reading at home and practise 

their times tables up to 12x via Times Table Rockstars. These are such important skills that 

they should feel confident with in the classroom to help with their learning. 

P.E 

Our P.E lessons are still continuing every week so please ensure that the children bring their 

P.E kits in with them on Monday to be taken home on the Friday. It is really important that 

the children have their P.E kit as it is suitable clothing during exercise and also during the 

Summer term where weather is (hopefully!) hotter and sunnier. On the 7th May, a cricket 

coach will be coming into the school for a cricket session which is very exciting! 
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PSHE 

During the Summer Term, our weekly PSHE lessons will be covering two main topics: 

“Relationships” and “Changing Me”.  For the Relationships unit, as children become more 

exposed to devices and the online world as a form of communication, the focus will be on 

online communities as well as how children can navigate these safely and responsibly. This 

will range from what rights and responsibilities the children have when online (for example, 

whether it is just by browsing the internet or playing an online game with others), how they 

can recognise if they feel unsafe as well as what to do about it and how to reduce screen-

time. 

For the “Changing Me” unit, the focus will be on teaching Year 5 how girls’ and boys’ bodies 

change with age. It will focus firstly on the concept on self-esteem and how we view 

ourselves before looking at the changes boys and girls will experience, the key terminology 

associated with these changes and the importance of looking after ourselves physically and 

emotionally. The unit will then move on to how babies develop during pregnancy, what 

physical attraction is and how this can result in relationships. 

This is all with a view to raise the children’s awareness of very important and relevant topics 

that will come up in their lives. The Department for Education has made changes to 

relationships, health and sex education following nationwide consultation which came into 

effect from September 2020 and all schools are required to comply with the updated 

requirements from summer 2021. We intend covering this content using the age-

appropriate JIGSAW scheme of work.  

Should you wish to have more information, please use the link below which will take you to 

the school website’s appropriate page. https://ducklington.oxon.sch.uk/rhse/ and see Mr 

Leigh’s letter (1/4/21) for the link to the parent consultation on RHSE which runs until 26th 

April. 
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Book recommendations 

Some good books that are closely linked to our topic: 

• The Great Kapok Tree by Lynn Cherry 

• Middleworld by J&P Voelkel 

 

Oxfordshire book awards recommends: 

• The Girl Who Speaks Bear 

• The Star Outside My Window 

• The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates 

• The Infinite 

• The Unadoptables 

 

Birthday celebrations 

Sadly, at this time, we are unable to hand out sweets, cakes or gifts to the class. 

 

If there is anything you would like to discuss, please write to us in the children’s reading 

records or you can make contact through the school office. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mr Weekes, Mrs Prior and Mrs Manion. 
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